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Background of Biological Carbon Canada 

[ Check against Hansard against delivery ] 

 

Mr. Chairman and Committee members, thank you for the 

opportunity to appear before you. 

Our presentation is Biological Carbon Canada’s perspective on the 

questions before the Committee and will concentrate on adaptation 

and emission reduction strategies. 

My name is Graham Gilchrist. I am a Professional Agrologist and the 

CEO of Biological Carbon Canada. 

Biological Carbon Canada is an Albertan multi-sector non-profit 

society working to deliver real carbon reductions from Canadian 

forests, farms and ranches. We seek to be the conduit and facilitator in 

connecting business and research. Alberta has the innovation and the 

skill to scale what we know across Canada. 

Our members have been working to reduce greenhouse gases since the 

Government of Alberta created the first North American compliance 

carbon pricing regulation and offset system in 2007. 
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General Comments 

We would like to refresh the Senate’s memory on a few numbers. 

Our Federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change has told us 

that in 2015, Canada emitted 722 million tonnesi of Carbon Dioxide 

Equivalents. (CO2 eq.)  

The energy sector (consisting of Stationary Combustion Sources, 

Transport, and Fugitive Sources) continues to account for the majority 

of Canada’s emissions, at 81% or 587 Mt.  

Other emissions are generated from the Agriculture sector (10%), the 

Industrial Processes and Product Use sector (7%), and the Waste 

sector (3%).  

Alberta continues to have the highest emissions among Canadian 

provinces, primarily due to our expanding oil and gas operations. 

Alberta had two systems in responce. We have a final emitter system 

and a consumer levy on fuels. 

Agriculture in Alberta is proud of our participation in the final emitter 

program.  

In Alberta, our current reduction estimate is 46 million tonnes of 

offsets have been created to date. Another 24 million tonnes in 

reductions come from performance credits. 

14.3 million tonnes came from the farms in Alberta using the 

conservation cropping protocol. That is new revenueii into the farm 

sector. Nominally, we estimate this to be just over $182 million dollars 

before commission.  

In 2018, Alberta moved to a first of its kind output-based allowance 

(OBA) regulation framework. This system continues Alberta’s suite of 

flexible compliance mechanisms. 
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We also have a consumer levy that covers now all Alberta’s fuel 

consumers. Farms don’t pay the levy on marked gas and diesel. They 

do pay on other energy like propane and natural gasiii. 

BCC asked our membership to help answer your reference questions. 
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Adaption and Resilience 

Our members reiterate we can adapt. 

Our members commented on Natural Green Infrastructure. 

Separate this from man-made infrastructure with a green label.  

Natural green infrastructure is Canada’s wetlands, perennial upland 

cover and our boreal forest provide a host of important ecosystem 

services. This includes flood attenuation, water quality improvement, 

carbon sequestration and habitat.  

They are critical in climate adaptation and resilience.  

BCC advocates for policies to retain and restore these Canadian natural 

assets. Policies with tangible objectives are an essential component of 

any adaptation and resilience strategy. 

Our members commented on the Climate. 

Without repeating other groups before you, access to water is an issue.  

A changing climate is changing our growing period and changing the 

rainfall timing and amounts. Once the rain reaches us, the use of our 

rivers in places exceeds the amount of usable waterflowiv.  

Our members commented on Resilience. 

The businesses in the agricultural chain can adapt. The levy should not 

put our members in the agricultural industry at a market 

competiveness disadvantage.  

Our members commented on adapting business systems. 

Having a systematic collection of relevant data aids verification. We 

have learnt in Alberta having this capacity on our farms and ranches 

lowers the cost of creating and verifying an offset. It also can increase 

offset prices. 
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The challenge we face with data collection is that carbon pricing alone 

does not make additional collection efforts financially viable. Data 

collection must have additional business purposes. 

The second challenge is accuracy. Natural and biological systems don’t 

come with a meter attached. Different pathways are needed to satisfy 

accuracy requirements. Without new pathways, real reductions from 

biological systems are missed or fail to be monetized.   
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Carbon Price Mechanism 

Our comments would like to concentrate on the offset. 

To refresh your memory, at its core an offset is a practice change that 

creates a reduction or permeant removal of greenhouse gasses. It is not 

a status quo number already in a biological systemv. It also comes from 

a part of our economy not subject to a compliance tariff. 

How does create the offset? 

Offsets are created when a project proponent undertakes an activity 

that reduces greenhouse gas emissions or sequesters greenhouse 

gasses in a biological sink.  

If the activity is covered by an approved protocol, the emission 

reductions can be quantified and verified before being sold into 

Carbon Markets.  

It is important to remember an offset brings reductions from sectors 

that are not captured by regulation.  

Equally important, Alberta’s market created a demand for offsets that 

resulted in 46 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent reductions 

that could not have been achieved by regulating smoke stacks. 

CARBON MARKETS WORK. 

BCC KNOWS that the biological sector can provide 60 million tonnes 

in emission reductions if we create the right market conditions.  

We can capture 12.5 million tonnesvi per year with advanced protocols 

covering sequestration including green infrastructure. 

We can capture 7 million tonnes per year with advanced protocols 

covering direct carbon reductions. 
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We can capture 32 million tonnes per year with advanced protocols 

covering waste management including solid waste processing and use 

of bio-mass. 

We can capture 10 million tonnes per year with advanced protocols 

covering the use of bio-building materials. 
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Advice for the Role of the Governments in Canada  

There has been language about Canada being world class. Alberta is 

leading the way. We would urge any price mechanism be applied 

uniform across Canada. We want to re-enforce this is about the 

reduction of greenhouse gasses, not additional federal revenue. 

BCC has learned critical lessons since Alberta put their carbon system 

in place in 2007.  

One – Markets Work 

Two – Protocols creating credits from biological systems must be 

economically viable and must create real emission reductions. 

Three - The market has created jobs, emission reductions and 

technologies that our members are being exported from Canada.  

How to spend the carbon charge?  

Our members want the money invested in a Market for biological 

based carbon credits. This means that money can be invested in: 

1. A national carbon market framework 

2. Protocols for the biological sector 

3. Purchasing carbon credits that the federal government can use 

to reach its obligations under the Paris Agreement.  

4. Research supporting our natural green infrastructure and 

agricultural communities. 

If these investments are not made: 

1. The biological sector will be excluded from participating in 

Canada’s drive for emission reductions. 

2. The federal government will be forced to buy offsets from 

projects outside of Canada.  

3. Jobs in carbon market won’t be created.  
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Alberta was the first jurisdiction in North and South America to have a 

compliance-based carbon market. It was the first jurisdiction in the 

world to recognize soil carbon and it was the first jurisdiction in the 

world to allow for aggregated project development.  

We can leverage that experience by opening up the biological carbon 

offset market and by exporting our expertise around the world.   

Thank you and Closing 

Our website is biologicalcarbon.ca 

Biological Carbon Canada thanks the Senate for their attention and we 

welcome any questions the Senators would have. 
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Graphics and Background 

 

BCC offers some background data. 

Figure 1 – 2015 Emission Data,  Source Env. CDN & Climate Change 
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Figure 2 – 2015 Emissions by Industry 

 

Table 1. Alberta’s Carbon levy on major fuels 

Type of Fuel 2017 rate 

($20/tonne) 

Rate increased 

Jan 1, 2018 

2018 rate 

($30/tonne) 

Marked farm fuels Exempt Exempt Exempt 

Diesel 5.35 ¢/L +2.68 ¢/L 8.03 ¢/L 

Gasoline 4.49 ¢/L +2.24 ¢/L 6.73 ¢/L 

Natural Gas 1.011 $/GJ +0.506 $/GJ 1.517 $/GJ 

Propane 3.08 ¢/L +1.54 ¢/L 4.62 ¢/L 

 

Definitions 

Total Regulated Emissions - All direct GHG emissions in tonnes CO2e, 

less biomass CO2 emissions, less CO2 brought on site which has been 

reported at another facility subject to the regulation, plus CO2 sent 

offsite including as a product, plus CO2 used as a feedstock for the 

production of urea. 
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Output-based Allocations – The sum of the facility’s products 

multiplied by the corresponding established or assigned benchmarks; 

the scope adjustment for imported quantities such as electricity, heat, 

and hydrogen; and the transition allocation benchmarks for products 

of the facility. 

True-Up – The Net Emissions do not exceed the OBA. 

Formula is Net Emissions = TRE – [Emission Offsets + Emission 

Performance Credits + Fund Credits] 

 

 

 

 

 

i UNFCCC 2015 
ii The price in 2007 started at $9 per tonne, trading $6 under the $15 levy. The discount 
accounted for the bilateral nature and the risk of AEP acceptance of the certificate. By 
2018, the price is around $20, trading $10 under the $30 levy. The discount is because of 
AEP’s limit on offset acceptance. The GOA did not like the final emitters buying a $15 
offset and remitting it when the price was $30.  
iii There are limited rebates and reinvestment programs available. 
iv Alberta Environment and Parks – South Saskatchewan river basin at maximum and no 
longer issues licenses water. 
v Crops, perennial grass and trees do incorporate carbon in their life cycle.  
vi CCEMC 

                                                      


